Abstract: An air-to-air missile tracking and guidance law identification method based on CKF is proposed. A precise air-to-air missile model is constructed with drag force taken into consideration. With CKF method and preprocessing, guidance law filter is designed for missile tracking and estimation of guidance law, gravity compensation and drag constant. Simulation results indicate the rapidness and accuracy of this method.
Introduction
Aircrafts are with high combat values in the battlefield, which makes it very important to research methods to enhance survivability of aircrafts. With development of air-to-air missiles, effectiveness of traditional countermeasures like active and passive jamming is increasingly limited. Novel countermeasure method is one heated research topic around the world. One key technique of novel countermeasure is air-to-air missile tracking and guidance law identification.
Whatever design of evasive guidance law of aircrafts or guidance law of defender missiles, model of air-to-air missile is needed [1] . Furthermore, air-to-air missile tracking brings missile trajectory and time-to-go estimation [2] , which are of great benefits for pilots to make decisions.
There are few literatures on the topic of air-to-air missile tracking and guidance law identification. Guidance law identification of ground-to-air missile is studied in [2] through maximum likelihood method; possibilities of different guidance laws are determined using Bayesian reasoning in [3] ; guidance law identification is achieved through MMAE and IMM method in [1] and [4] , respectively; research is extended in three-dimensional coordinates in [5] and saturation condition of missile controller is taken into account in [6] .
Some rational assumptions are included in these papers to simplify model while limit range of applicability at the same time. The opposability of air-to-air missiles and aircrafts is with such natural characteristics like high speed, wide region and high maneuvering. The above literatures base on ideal condition and overlook the drag force, they are not adaptable for guidance law identification of air-to-air missile and long-time tracking, which relay on more realistic air-to-air missile models.
In the beginning, an air-to-air missile model of three-degree of freedom is set up in this paper. Then a guidance law filter is designed with missile model, CKF (Cubature Kalman Filter) method and preprocessing. Compared with traditional literatures, the use of CKF can provide higher precision and less computational load. In this paper, APN (Augmented Proportional Navigation) is the research object. APN is close to the optimal guidance law in form and is prone to realize in engineering [7, 8] , it is widely used in air-to-air missile. Furthermore, other guidance law mentioned in [1] can be approximated by APN with different navigation constants [6] . 
where x r , y r , z r is distance between the missile and the target in x, y, z axis, respectively. The differential form of equation (1) 
where n y and n z is pitch and yaw control overload of the missile, respectively. They are determined by guidance law. m(t) denotes mass of the missile, T(t) the thrust force, D the drag force. The major part of missile flight is the passive flying stage, when engine is turning off, which means T(t)=0. The drag force is given by 
The target can obtain information of its own position through GPS or inertial navigation system. And under the assumption that airborne sensors can provide distances between the target and the missile in the three axis directions, the position of missile can be obtained. Hence, the measurement equation is
Guidance Law Identification Filter
Guidance law identification includes multi variables, it is a high order nonlinear issue while CKF is one preferable algorithm for it at present. Similar to UKF (Unscented Kalman Filter), one order and two order moments needed in filtering are obtained through nonlinear calculation of sampling points with weights, which avoids linearization process of nonlinear issue. Furthermore, CKF overcomes the shortcoming of UKF that there appear sigma points of negative value in high order filtering, therefore, CKF is better in stability and accuracy [11] . The process of guidance law identification filter is as follows:
Initialization
Determine initial values of 0 X , P 0 , Q 0 and R 0 . The state vector includes the position, velocity, flight path and heading angle of the missile, navigation, gravity compensation and drag constant. Among them, position is initialized by observation and constants are set among rational range. As for velocity, flight path and heading angle, a preprocessing method is proposed for their initialization. Equation (3) can be transformed as the following equation: 
Equation (9) show velocity, flight path and heading angle can be calculated with velocities in three coordinates' directions, which root in observation data. During preprocessing, velocities in three coordinates' directions are considered constant, and n sets of observation data are obtained as
. As observation error is Gaussian distribution, observation data are processed using least square method: 
where t i =i×Δt, Δt is the observation interval. Initial value of velocity, flight path and heading angle are determined applying the result of equation (10) in equation (9) .
where [ ] 
[1] denotes point set of n-dimension space.
The state estimation and covariance estimation are
Numerical Simulation
In this section, different cases are considered to illustrate the performance of guidance law estimation and missile tracking. The sampling rate of the simulation is 0.01s, relative distance measurements are obtained by the target with a 50Hz update rate when the distance between the target and the missile is less than 10km, and measurements are corrupted by independent zero-mean white Gaussian noise sequences with standard deviations of 20m.
Simulation results for the target with no maneuvering
In this case, control overload of the target stays zero all through simulation. Tracking and guidance law identification performance are shown in figure 2 and figure 3 . 
Simulation results for the target with hover maneuvering
This is the case in which the target start to conduct 8G hover maneuvering when the distance between the target and the missile is less than 8 kilometer. Tracking and guidance law identification performance are shown in figure 4 and figure 5. figure 5 show the effectiveness of missile tracking method whatever maneuvering the target conducts. Estimations of all constants convergence to the actual value rapidly and stay stable in 4 to 6s. The relative deviation is less than 5% for every constant.
Precise model and accurate estimation of constants guarantee missile tracking performance, tracking errors of missile position convergence to less than 5m in 6s.
Conclusion
In this paper an air-to-air missile tracking and guidance law identification method based on airborne platform is presented. A more realistic air-to-air missile model is adapted taking the drag force into consideration. Combined with CKF method, the guidance law identification filter can provide accurate missile tracking and estimation of navigation, gravity compensation and drag constant. This method can also be used for the identification of other guidance laws or for the tracking of other kind of missiles as long as model is provided. The effectiveness for high order nonlinear issue of this method has been exhibited. It is practical for improving survivability of aircrafts.
